MARUTHUPANDIYAR COLLEGE
THANJAVUR
FOR THE YEAR 2006-2007

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE:

M.Sc., INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
1. G. Nalini, M.Sc., 5th rank
2. G. Kaveri, M.Sc., 7th
3. C. Nithya, M.Sc., 11th
4. V. Durkesh, M.Sc., 12th

M.Sc., Microbiology
1. V. E. Giji jenifer 6th
2. C. Manjula 9th

M.Sc., Biotechnology
T.S. Priya, M.Sc., 9th

M.Sc., Bioinformatics
1. R. Rajalakshmi, M.Sc., 10th
B.Sc., Biochemistry

1. Aegil, T B.Sc., 2nd

B.Com., Applied

1. M. Kavitha, B.Com 5th
2. N. Rani, B.Com., 7th
3. C. Jeyanthi, B.Com., 9th
4. S. Sethu mathavan 10th

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES:

The academic year 2006-2007 was an year with full of activities, which really was brain drilling and fetched a good no. of laurels for our college.

A good no.of workshops, seminars and conferences were organised in our college premises. The details are as follows.

The Departments of Computer Sciences( Computer Science, Computer Applications, Information Technology) organised 2 seminars namely Latest Trends in the software industry organised by SRM Radiant and Importance of LINUX and its certificaiion organised by ACE Infotech.

Karthik . S of II IT , Kalanithi .R and Vinoth Kumar . K of III Cs participated in the Winning Campus program organised by Poondi Puspham College .

Vinoth Kumar of III CS, Suresh and Parathasarathy of II CS participated and presented the paper in Annai College Kumbakonam .
Vinoth Kumar and Kalanithy of III Cs participated in the Quiz Porgram Q’cs Bytes organised by the Kurinji College, Trichy and also they participated in the software contest.

Vinoth Kumar and Kalanithy of III CS participated in the Quiz contest organised by the SASTRA University Kumbakonam.

R. Kalanithy and K. Vinoth Kumar of III CS participated in the Tech Fete 06 organised by the Pope John Paul II College of Education Pondicherry and won the III Prize in the Quiz competition and consolation prize in the software contest.

Venkatachalam of II BCA & Parthasarathy of II CS participated in the Debugging contest organised by the Pope John II College of Education and won the consolation prize.

R. Kalanithy and Vinoth Kumar of III CS participated in the ICON 2K6 organised by the Adaikalamatha College, Thanjavur and won consolation prize for the Quiz competition.

T. Suresh of II CS presented a paper on Nanotechnology in the same function. Venkatachalam of II BCA

**STAFF PARTICIPATION:**

Mr. R. Ranadevan, of Biochemistry department presented a paper on “Effect of orchidectomy” at the State level Conference on Recent Trends in Biotechnology organised by our college.

Also Mr. D. Saiskumar of Biochemistry presented a paper on “Abnormality in lipid profile in patients with cancer cervix” on the same occasion. He also published an article on “Lipid profile in plasma and erythrocyte membrane of RMD - Gutkha induced oral cancer patients” in the journal National seminar of Advanced Biological Sciences in the year 2005.

Also the staff of this department participated in various seminars and conferences organised by the other colleges.
Dr. G. Shanthi, of microbiology department published an article entitled “Invitro anti bacterial activities of the leaves of morinda Tinctorea” in the Indian Journal of applied microbiology, December 2004.

Smt. K. Kamatchi, HOD of PG Computer Science Department
Mr. M. Chandrakumar Peter, HOD of BCA Department
Mr. C. Vijayakumar, Lecturer in IT, Department
Mr. M. Balamurugan, Lecturer in BCA, Department


Mr. S. Velavan, HOD of Biochemistry department participated in a 6 day workshop on Environmental studies conducted by the Bharathidasan University in the year 2004. Also he participated in a Seminar “Herbs in treatment “ organised by P.R. College.

Also he handled a project on “Effect on Organophosphate in Agricultural field workers.

Ms. A. Meena, Lecturer in Biochemistry Department participated in the AIDS awareness programme in Nagappattinam, and as well published a paper in the workshop organised in our college.

Ms. G. Poorani, Lecturer in Biochemistry Department presented a paper on “Invitro plant regeneration in argle mamelos” in the workshop “Recent trends in Biosciences” organised by our college.

Mr. S. Velavan, HOD of Biochemistry and Mr. D. Sasikumar, Lecturer in Biochemistry has registered for the Doctoral Programme.

STUDENTS PARTICIPATION:

N. Rajasekar, R. Manivannan, C.V. Franklin of III B.Sc., Biochemistry participated in the Regional Seminar on “Bio molecules and Human Health” at PR college Thanjavur on the 14th of September 2004.

First year BBA students attended various Management Training programmes in various esteemed institutions.


Mohammed Nasser, Mohammed Ansari, Nageshwaran, Balasubramanian, Prabhu Ram Kumar and Rajinikanth, of III BBA presented 2 papers each in various national seminars.

Murali of II BBA and Mahendran of III BBA have won the first two places in music and management Quiz competition conducted by ICFAI University. Thanjavur, on 14th August 2004 and 20th October 2004.

Rajagopalan, Vivekanandan, Sethupati, Dhannya, Uma, Libin and Sinthya participated in the UGC Sponsored State Level Seminar on animal biotechnology “Antibiotech –2004”.

They also participated at a National level technical Symposium “Bio-info 04”, Bio revolution organised by Kongunadu Arts and Science College, Coimbatore and “Current Scenario in microbial Technology” organised by Jamal Mohammed College, Trichy on the 28th and 29th of September 2004.

Our students fetched lots of laurels in BioSpark 05 at a state level competition conducted by Dhanalakshmi Srinivasan College.

S. Vanitha II B.Sc., Biotechnology won the first prize in the poster presentation, Jeba Mercy II B.Sc., Biotechnology won the II Prize in the Poster Presentation.
Jeevitha.G and Suriyakala, of II B.Sc., Biotechnology won 2nd prize in the Facial art.

Thivya .K. of II B.Sc., Biotechnology won first prize in Vegetable carving.

C.Lakshmi , I M.Sc., Biotechnology won 2nd prize in the art out of waste competition.

Our students also Bagged the Runner – up shield in this programme.

Also we are glad to inform that the following students won laurels in “SemTip’05” state level Competition conducted by Yadava college – Madurai.

J. Thivagar Arivazhagan and R. Dinesh Kumar of II B.Sc., Biotech won the first prize in Rangoli.

S.Vinoth Kumar of III B.Sc., Biochemistry was awarded the Second prize in the “State level Seminar on Recent Scopes in Bio Sciences” held at Dhanalakshmi Srinivasan College, of Arts and Sciences for women, Perambalur on the 18th of Feb. 2005.

D. Sarumathi and C. Malarvizhi were awarded the first prize for their presentations in the Bio sciences “ organised by our college on 24th September 2004.

Puruhsothaman and Chinnadurai of I PG commerce bagged the III Prize in Quiz competition conducted by AVC College Mayiladurthuari.

Sethu Madhavan and Muthukrishnan of the Commerce department won the third prize in the quiz competition conducted by ICFAI which fetched laurels to the department.

Also the students of the commerce department participated in various seminars and workshops organized by the other colleges.

A. Selvam , Sriram and Krishnamoorthy of M.Sc., Bioinformatics participated in the workshop on “Data mining Techniques for Bioinformatics” conducted by A.V.V.M Sri Phushpam College, Poondi
Azhaguraja of III B.Sc., Microbiology participated in various State level Seminars. He also attended the training programme on “Protection of Environment and sustainable development” on 6th of October 2004.

A.Chandru of II M.Sc Microbiology participated and presented a research article on “Mass Production of alginete entrapped yeast inoculum for wine production “ at a state level conference organised by A.V.C College, Mayiladuthurai on the 24th and 25th of Feb 2005.


S,Nagaraja Suriya Deva of II M.Sc Bio Tech won 3rd Prize in Turn coat competition.